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 THE TRUTH. FASTER
Crime-solving is about finding the truth. And that hinges on digital evidence. With digital evidence residing 
in so many different systems and places, your investigators waste enormous amounts of time searching for, 
collecting, copying, and analyzing it. Shuttling it from place to place. Sharing it. And simply trying to make it 
playable. They spend so much time on these manual tasks, they have little time left for the job they signed up to 
do. 

NICE eliminates manual processes that slow your investigators down. So they can put their time to better use 
solving cases. Our digital transformation platform leverages integration, analytics, and built-in workflows to 
help your investigators get to the truth faster. They get the confidence of never overlooking evidence. And a 
single view of the truth that’s clear, cohesive and indisputable.

Integrate Content Integrate Content 
from Siloed Data from Siloed Data 
SourcesSources
Evidence gathering no longer Evidence gathering no longer 
a culprit in delayed case a culprit in delayed case 
resolutionresolution
• • Draw evidence from disjointed Draw evidence from disjointed 

systems into a central systems into a central 
repositoryrepository

• • Effectively crowdsource Effectively crowdsource 
evidence from security evidence from security 
cameras and morecameras and more

• • Convert media into standard Convert media into standard 
format for universal, one-format for universal, one-
screen accessscreen access

WHAT IS NICE INVESTIGATE?
NICE Investigate is a Microsoft Azure Government cloud-based solution that breaks down information silos and 
brings all needed information right to the investigator. 

“NICE Investigate will bring evidence to the attention of our investigators that could otherwise be missed, free 
them up from manual work, and provide more time to build cases. It will greatly enhance our ability to share 
intelligence and collaborate with local law enforcement agencies, and streamline discovery and evidence sharing 
with the solicitor’s office so cases move through the court system faster.”

– Captain, Charleston County Sheriff’s Office

Build Better Cases Build Better Cases 
with Big Data with Big Data 
Analytics Analytics 
Investigators become more Investigators become more 
effective crime solvers effective crime solvers 

• • Rapidly search and connect Rapidly search and connect 
all types of evidence, visualize all types of evidence, visualize 
contextually on maps and contextually on maps and 
timelinestimelines

• • Uncover hidden insights with Uncover hidden insights with 
powerful correlation engine powerful correlation engine 

• • Take it with you on a Take it with you on a 
smartphonesmartphone

Securely Share Securely Share 
Evidence with Evidence with 
ProsecutorsProsecutors 
More criminals can be taken More criminals can be taken 
off the streets and put behind off the streets and put behind 
bars bars 
• • Share hundreds of different Share hundreds of different 

evidence items with a few evidence items with a few 
clicksclicks

• • The burden of making physical The burden of making physical 
copies of evidence is removedcopies of evidence is removed

• • Comprehensive chain Comprehensive chain 
of custody is tracked of custody is tracked 
automaticallyautomatically

 NICE Investigate  NICE Investigate can automatically transcribe video and 911 call audiocan automatically transcribe video and 911 call audio  NICE Investigate  NICE Investigate can play back video evidence directly from interactive mapscan play back video evidence directly from interactive maps
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Up to 
50% 100%

evidence items evidence items 
managedmanaged

investigations investigations 
supportedsupported

overall investigation overall investigation 
productivity productivity 
improvement improvement 

 (time and costs) (time and costs)

of evidence of evidence 
immediately immediately 

accessible in unified accessible in unified 
case folderscase folders

PROVEN OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS
Cloud-based solution improves operational agility and Cloud-based solution improves operational agility and 
accessibility of information accessibility of information 
• Hosted on on the Microsoft Azure Government Cloud,  NICE Investigate makes all types of 

evidence readily accessible
• NICE’s SaaS (Software as a Service) solution limits the up-front hardware and resource costs 

associated with premise-based storage alternatives

Automation of manual processes results in direct operational Automation of manual processes results in direct operational 
savingssavings
• Rapid, single logon access to all evidence, and cross-case search and analytics improves 

operational efficiency
• Automated case building helps solve cases faster with unified case folder where all evidence is 

stored, visualized and analyzed
• Automates and streamlines audio/video redaction, and evidence sharing; automatically 

converts videos to make them playable

Certified CJIS compliant platform eliminates security concernsCertified CJIS compliant platform eliminates security concerns
• NICE and Microsoft Azure Government meet the security requirements for federal, state, and 

local governments as defined by FBI’s CJIS policy 
• ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certification
• Antivirus and malware protection

NICE Investigate promotes better collaborationNICE Investigate promotes better collaboration  
One of the industry’s most comprehensive, open solutions for managing evidence and investigations, 
NICE Investigate promotes collaboration among satellite agencies, communities, investigators and 
prosecutors, enhancing the effectiveness of law enforcement.

NICE Investigate tracks continuity of evidence as it is collected, organized and distributed, 
encouraging the adoption of consistent, repeatable processes and practices. 

Digital transformation boosts agility and outcomes of Digital transformation boosts agility and outcomes of 
investigations investigations 
Legacy investigative processes demand in-person interactions, driving, copying and printing 
to obtain information, then significant overhead to store it.  Investigators are forced to navigate 
different processes, computers, logins,  and interfaces to find evidence, delaying resolution, and risk 
overlooking of critical insights.

NICE Investigate transforms manual, time-consuming processes by leveraging the power of 
analytics and automation to streamline evidence collection, analysis and sharing. Agencies that use 
NICE Investigate report more agile and effective operations, as well as improved case closure rates.
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With over 3,000 customers and 30 years’ experience, NICE helps all types of public 
safety and criminal justice agencies, from emergency communications and law 
enforcement, to prosecutors and courts, digitally transform how they manage 
digital evidence and data from beginning to end, to get to the truth faster. NICE’s 
Evidencentral platform features an ecosystem of integrated technologies that bring 
data together to give everyone a single view of the truth, enabling public safety and 
justice agencies to do what they do better – whether it’s responding to incidents, 
investigating and building cases, or prosecuting crimes. With comprehensive digital 
transformation solutions that can be deployed across entire counties and states, 
NICE also helps everyone work better together, so justice flows more smoothly, from 
incident to court. 

nicepublicsafety.com
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